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Plasmonic sensitivity of nanomaterials towards surrounding dielectric change
is an important criterion to assess its capabilities for the biological and
chemical molecule detection. It has been seen that plasmonic sensitivity can
be altered by changing the nanoparticle (NP) geometry from simple
(spherical) to more complicated ones (triangle, cube or star-like etc.). There
are various plasmonic modes excited in these rather complicated structures at
different energies which are suspected to show distinct behavior towards
dielectric change of the surrounding. Therefore, it seems critical to study the
dielectric sensitivity of individual plamonic mode to improve the molecule
detection limits.
In the present study, we chose electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS)
technique in a monochromator equipped scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) as a tool to excite various plasmonic modes in silver (Ag)
nanotriangles and study the dielectric sensitivity of each mode. To perform
these measurements, Ag nanotriangles were synthesized and then coated with
20 nm thin films of HfO2 (ε = 25) and TiO2 (ε = 86). The experiments were
benefited by the in-built monochromator in the STEM which improved the
energy resolution (0.15 eV) drastically for quantitative study. This is found
that three distinct modes at (i) corners, (ii) edge center and (iii) entire edge
are excited in the Ag nanotriangles which show exclusive dependency on
triangle size. The dielectric sensitivity of each plasmon mode is also quite
distinct where in-plane dipole mode show higher sensitivity compare to
out-of-plane dipole mode as well as quadripolar modes. This study practically
puts STEM/EELS technique to do sensitivity measurements which is yet an
untouched territory for electron microscopy community, and shows that such
studies can be done with high spatial and energy resolution.
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Metallic nanoantennas have been used as nanophotonic detectors of infrared
and visible radiation [1] [2]. The extension of these elements to the ultraviolet
(UV) range has not been satisfactory due to the poor optical absorption
showed by metals at these frequencies. The low values of electrical
conductivity of metals at UV frequencies compromise the generation of
currents along the resonant geometries. In change, several non-conventional
materials show a larger value of electrical conductivity, increasing notably the
absorption of nanoantennas in the UV [3]. This electrical conductivity
increment is more noticeable in liquid semimetals as Bismuth or Gallium.
Another way to improve optical absorption of these resonant elements is to
arrange them with a high spatial density of semimetal nanoantennas.
In this contribution we evaluate numerically, using multiphysics simulation,
the light to heat conversion performance of a vertical nanoantenna
arrangement embedded in a dielectric matrix. The so-obtained UV
metamaterial enabling strong electromagnetic plasmonic absorption and
heating effects. The use of nanoantennas allows a polarization and frequency
selectivity that can be adequate to generate ultraviolet sensors. These
selectivities are strongly related with the shape of the resonant elements.
Furthermore, since the vertical antennas are embedded within a robust
dielectric matrix, this arrangement allows to change from solid to liquid
phase maintaining the nanoantenna geometry. This is possible for materials
as Bismuth or Gallium which show a lower melting temperature than
dielectric substrates [4]. This phase transition makes the metamaterial active
upon control of temperature.
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Hot electrons and holes can be generated when high-energy photons are
absorbed in a metal. These carriers have excess kinetic energy, which is
dissipated through sample heating. Recovery of hot carriers is important for
detectors, sensors, and power convertors; however, the design and
implementation of these devices is difficult due to strict requirements on the
device geometry, angle of illumination, and incident photon wavelength.
Here, we present a simple, angle-independent device based on transparent
conducting electrodes that allows for the generation and collection of hot
carriers [1]. We show experimental photocurrent generation from both
monochromatic and broadband light sources, show uniform absorption for
incident illumination at up to 60° from the surface normal, and find an
expected open-circuit voltage in the range 1.5-3.0 V. Under solar illumination,
the device is 1 order of magnitude more efficient than previous metal-
insulator-metal designs, and power conversion efficiencies >10% are
predicted with optimized structures. I will also discuss our recent work in IR
detection based on sub-bandgap photon absorption. This approach opens the
door to new hot carrier collection devices and detectors based on transparent
conducting electrodes.
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